
CUMBERSOME MANUAL VALVE TURNING 
The Valvemax M-Turn addresses the challenge 
of manually turning valves, which can be 
physically demanding and time-consuming. 
The M-Turn delivers robust torque and speed, 
enabling efficient valve turning operations.

SAFETY 
By incorporating features such as autostop, 
the M-Turn mitigates the risk of injury 
associated with valve operation, particularly 
from kickback.

INEFFICIENT VALVE MAINTENANCE
With its advanced technology and features, 
the M-Turn streamlines valve maintenance 
processes, saving time and effort for 
operators.

ADVANCED POWER SYSTEM
Powered by the Milwaukee 18V Fuel brushless 
system with ONE-KEY technology, the M-Turn 
offers unmatched performance and reliability.

M-Turn Valve Turner
Powered by the Milwaukee 18V Fuel brushless system with ONE-KEY technology, the Valvemax 
M-turn is an advanced valve turning solution that offers both forward and reverse capabilities, 
providing versatility and ease of operation. 

Equipped with a charger and one 12AH battery, the M-Turn ensures uninterrupted performance 
when in use. Its built-in counter enhances efficiency by accurately tracking valve operations. With a 
one-inch drive designed for the Valvemax telescoping valve key, this tool delivers precise control and 
maximum torque. 

Operating at a no-load RPM of 0-35, the M-Turn offers optimal speed and power for valve 
maintenance tasks. Additionally, its autostop feature detects kickback and automatically shuts off 
the tool, prioritizing user safety and preventing potential damage. The Valvemax M-Turn sets a new 
standard for valve turning efficiency and reliability.

AUTOSTOP FEATURE
The M-Turn's autostop functionality enhances 
safety by automatically shutting off the tool 
in response to kickback, protecting both the 
operator and the equipment.

BUILT-IN COUNTER
With its built-in counter, the M-Turn provides 
operators with accurate tracking of valve 
operations, improving efficiency and 
accountability.

COMPATIBILITY AND CONVENIENCE 
Designed with a one-inch drive for the 
Valvemax telescoping valve key, the M-Turn 
offers seamless integration and ease of use.

PACKAGING
Includes telescoping key with 35mm tapered 
socket.


